Advisory Committee for Healthcare Innovation and Evaluation (ACHIEV)

Tentative Agenda Topics

January 2019

- Direct Entry Activity Prescription Form: Demonstration
- PCORI Grant: Update
- Healthy Worker 2020 Care Coordination: Discussion and Feedback
  - Standard Work and Processes
  - Communication Tools (Case Note)
  - Payment
- Master’s Level Therapy: Update
- Healthy Worker 2020: Status Report
April 2019

- Physical Medicine Progress Report Pilot : Update
- Strategy for Optimal COHE Coverage : Discussion
- Provider Education/Training Strategy : Discussion and Feedback
- Healthy Worker 2020 Community Outreach : Update
- Surgical Best Practices : Discussion and Feedback
- Master’s Level Therapy : Update
- PCORI Grant : Update
- Legislative Session : Update
July 2019

- COHE Business and Labor Advisory Boards : Update
- Catastrophic Claims : Update
- Provider Incentives : Discussion and Feedback
- PCORI Grant : Update
- Legislative Session : Update
October 2019

- Physical Medicine Redesign: Discussion and Feedback
- Master’s Level Therapy: Update
- Provider Credentialing System (Provider One): Update
- PCORI Grant: Update
Additional Topics of Interest?
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